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ABSTRACT
A selected set of significant weather events was documented at Montgomery, Alabama for a seven year period.
Analysis of the documented data set revealed pertinent information regarding the detection capabilities ofDoppler radar.
Types of weather events, ability to interpret the events, event
lead times, and event detection ranges are presented. Conclusions show that significant weather events can be detected
within the range limitation characteristics of Doppler radar.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the National Weather Service (NWS) moves ahead
toward a new era of automation in radar meteorology, meteorologists are looking forward in preparation to new hardware, software and concepts which will be the tools of the
future. The NWS office at Montgomery, Alabama has been
fortunate to have experienced seven years of on-the-job
applications with one of these tools of the future, after future
Doppler radar.

2. RADAR MODIFICATIONS
In April, 1982 the first Doppler radar package was added
on to the WSR-74C radar at Montgomery. The equipment
was rather primitive at the time, consisting of a transmitter
package, single pulse-pair processor, display generator, and
display monitor (Pettit, 2). The system was upgraded in 1985
to include a larger 3.66 meter antenna, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processor, operator control console, and newer
high resolution displays. In 1986 a PDP lli44 computer and
operating software were added allowing automatic volume
scanning for intensity data. Each upgrade to the system
increased the abilities to retrieve data , interpret data and
ultimately issue timely and effective warnings for parts of
south central and south Alabama. This paper will attempt to
show how the systems were used, some selective operating
statistics, and a few conclusions based on seven years of
operating experience.
The initial system (1982) was a prototype system, installed
directly from the factory workbench at Enterprise Electronics Corp. (EEC). The equipment was limited by today's standards. Velocity data taken from the Doppler processor was
displayed on a standard color television monitor in six colors
(3 toward and 3 away velocity increments). Three basic Pulse
Repetition Frequencies (PRF) were used: 600, 1200 and 1500
PRF. Since maximum Doppler ranges were PRF dependent,
ranges of 250, 125, and 100 km were available for velocity
display. In August, 1982 PRF rates were changed to 600,800,
and 1200 PRF allowing for data ranges of 250, 187, and 136
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RM. Maximum unambiguous velocity was ± 16 mls at 1200
PRF. There was no automated provision to remove ambiguous velocities, therefore this had to be done manually by
the operator. The display system allowed for memory storage
of entire 360 degree horizontal data scans at the 3 operating
PRFs. A scale was used to assist operators in removing
ambiguous velocities (Johnson, 1983).
In 1983 an Apple II personal computer was added and
software written by Montgomery personnel that took the data
from two stored memories of the display system and compared each pixel of data for removal of velocity ambiguities.
This unique addition allowed for significant advances in data
interpretation.
In 1985, the standard 74C 2.44 meter antenna was replaced
with the larger 3.66 meter antenna narrowing the radar beamwidth from 1.65 degrees to 1.1 degrees. The FFT processor
was added and the entire system of controls, display generators, and color displays was improved. Operating PRFs
were changed once again and the Johnson scheme for removing ambiguous velocities was hardwired into the control console. The result was that ambiguous velocities could be
removed and unambiguous velocity maximums of ± 73 mls
were possible by storing data in memory from two distinct
PRF settings and comparing the data taken from the two
memories (Johnson, 3). Higher resolution ROB color monitors were added to display both intensity and velocity data.
Newer more complete mapped overlays were installed with
the display monitors. This refined equipment was a vast
improvement over the initial system installed in 1982.
Weather Monitoring Systems Software (WMS III) from
EEC and the PDP lli44 computer with digital tape archiving
were added in 1986. This upgrade allowed full volume scanning of intensity data and display of computed data listed in
Figure 1. Raw data or single picture data archiving were
available for later recall. A nine memory board display feature gave computer enhanced display looping of radar intensity scans taken at selected time intervals.
This system, refined and improved over the years, remains
at the Montgomery NWS office today.

3. TRAINING
Training for the Doppler program consisted primarily of
hands on operation of the hardware with repeated visual
interpretation of displayed velocity data and signatures. The
bulk of the initial training had to be delegated to mostly first
hand knowledge because very little published material was
available on operational use of Doppler derived data. Many
hours were spent reviewing documented data which was
recorded for archive on color video (VHS) cassettes. Event
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Fig . 1. Weather Monitoring System Computer Menu for WSR-74C, Montgomery, Alabama.

logs and tape documentation logs were made. A library of
literally hundreds of hours of significant weather events,
recorded on video tape, was accumulated over the years .
The value of these video tapes cannot be overemphasized .
The ability to record velocity data during a wide variety of
meteorological events for later study and in some cases informative arguments, proved to be an invaluable tool in the
training process.
One very valid point must not be overlooked. The Doppler
equipment and processed data were merely an extension of
the existing weather radar. An important point was that the
use of the equipment required a mixture of man and machine.
4. SELECTED EVENTS

The results at Montgomery using the Doppler equipment
have been favorable. Characteristic signatures of raw velocity data can be identified by meteorologists and non-meteorologists in many cases, provided the data is used in conjunction with other meteorological information.
Figure 2, shows some selected events, actions taken, lead
times, and resulting verifications. A tornado first detected as
a hook echo on the intensity plan-position indicator (PPI) on
April 26, 1982 at 1945 GMT produced a good azimuthal shear
on the velocity display, confirming that there was rotation
within the storm cell. This storm was tracked by radar from
beginning to end, moving across three counties and passing
with 40 km of the radar site. The storm occurred only 21 days
after the initial installation of the equipment and the staff at
Montgomery had minimal experience with Doppler signature
recognition.
The storm at 1838 GMT on March 20, 1983 shows that
better lead times can be gained with additional experience.
The meso-cyclone with this storm was first evident in the
mid levels. The most significant point about this event was
that without the velocity data, no warning would have been
issued. The cell producing the meso-cyclone and also producing a small tornado later in time, was embedded in a large
area of light to moderate rain (2.54 mmlhr to 12.7 mm/hr).
The C-band radar intensities were attenuating significantly
through this rain area. A decision to issue a Tornado Warning
was based solely on velocity data, resulting in a verified lead
time of near 30 minutes.

On June 12, 1982 at 0015 GMT a downburst occurred at
the Montgomery airport which produced a surface wind gust
of26 m/s. An airport wind advisory was issued at 2345 GMT
for gusts to 20 m/s. A post review of video tapes verified that
winds were much greater than forecast and better interpretation may have called for a Severe Thunderstorm Warning.
It is interesting to note that strong surface winds occurred
only over the airport and no strong winds were reported at
distances 1.61 km to 3.2 km from the anemometer-typical for
many down burst events.
On May 3, 1984 south Alabama was hit with an outbreak
of severe thunderstorms and tornadoes that lasted from early
morning to late afternoon. The most important of these tornado events occurred at 1200 GMT over the city of Montgomery. The tornado was responsible for 5 fatalities and
numerous injuries. As shown in Figure 2, the parent mesocyclone was detected by Doppler and later a tornado vortex
signature (TVS) was also noted. The most important point,
was that the operator noted the signatures, responded to the
event, and warned in adequate time resulting in a lead time
between 15 and 20 minutes. Post study showed that this was
a very effective warning case where loss of life was minimized. Without the velocity data, a Severe Thunderstorm
Warning instead of a Tornado Warning may have been the
first call-to-action.
Several meso-cyclone, straight line wind gust, downburst,
and other events are given in Figure 2.
5. STORM VERIFICATION RESULTS

The NWS Severe Storm Verification Program measures
effectiveness of public warnings (Leftwich, 4). Table 1 lists
statistics for the Montgomery office beginning in 1981 (preDoppler period) through July 1988. Formulas to compute
False Alarm Rate (FAR), Probability of Detection (POD),
and Critical Success Index (CSI) are given below Table 1.
Several important points can be made from the data in
Table 1. The FAR for the Montgomery office showed steady
improvement from 1981 through 1986 and then the FAR
values leveled off, suggesting that 100 percent warning accuracy is difficult to achieve: There are some obvious reasons
for this. Many storms occur near the border of two counties
requiring the issuance of two-county warnings . Verification
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"nvestigation 01 video tapes viewed at a later dale indicates possible meso-cyclone in arBa of damage.
2Two dillerent shears in same area at dillerent times. . evaluated as one event.
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Fig . 2. Selected events, actions taken, lead times, and resulting verifications.

Table 1. Severe Weather Verification Stats for WSO
Montgomery, AL.
Year
FAR POD CSI
Remarks
1981

.93

.19

1982

.79

.60

Pulse Pair Doppler
Package Added 4/82

1983

.76

.36

Apple II + Personal
Computer Purchased

1984

.574

.655

.348

1985

.340

.554

.431

3.66M Antenna and FFT
Processor Installed

1986

.122

.603

.556

Weather Monitoring System
Software and PDP 11/44

1987

.286

.641

.510

1988 (Jul)

.288

.904

.712

False Alarm Rate (FAR)

Probability of Detection (POD)

Critical Success Index (CSI)

18

=

Preliminary through July
1 _ Number of Verified Counties
Number of Warned Counties
Number of Warned Events
Total Number of Events
[(POD) - l + (1 - FAR) - l - 1]-1

in only one county in a two-county warning increases the
FAR. Many storms occur in sparsely populated areas where
verifications are difficult. The prime factor for a good FAR
remains with the effectiveness of local offices to verify and
to do this offices must literally "beat the bushes" for many
verifications.
POD skill also indicates improvement from 1981-1988 as
does the CSI. The statistical improvements in verification
numbers, which were very poor before Doppler enhancementt, shows that Doppler velocity data can be used in conjunction with conventional radar intensity data to enhance
abilities to effectively issue public severe weather warnings .

6. CONCLUSIONS
Several important conclusions have been reached after
seven years of operation. The equipment was operated in an
operational environment where public warnings, statements,
and advisories were issued based on the operator's interpretation of data. The effectiveness of the public warnings
improved as experience increased. Fewer warnings were
issued, storm verification statistics improved, and warning
lead times increased in many cases. Experience was a prime
factor in the results obtained.
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The equipment was very useful for interpretation of significant weather events although it became evident over time
that additional methods of data interpretation other than simple display pattern recognition techniques were needed.
Computer enhancement and automatic routines proved to be
a partial answer to the problem.
A simplified scheme for dealing with velocity ambiguities
was obtainable. Attenuation ofthe 5 cm intensity data remained
a problem under certain circumstances, however there was
little or no attenuation in the 5 cm velocity data. Improvements in the 5 cm intensity estimates were possible using
computer corrections to the intensity data. Results on the
intensity data corrections are not yet conclusive, but the
application of such procedures appears promising.
The addition of the velocity data to the overall accumulation of meteorological information must not be misconstrued .
Doppler velocity data is only an additional source of useful
information and must be utilized in conjunction with all other
available meteorological data sources in order that effective
public services can be rendered.
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FOLKLORE
DOGS AND CATS EATING GRASS PORTEND A
STORM

Sue Mroz

Many animals, including cats and dogs, get upset
stomachs prior to a storm because pent-up gas
bubbles are released during falling barometric
pressure. Eating grass will clean out their system
by making them vomit.

SCRIPT SLIDE SATELLITE TRAINING PROGRAM
The training program, prepared by NESDIS, on "polar
orbiter imagery interpretation is available. The Script-Slide
Training Program, publication 2-88, contains 76 slides and a
comprehensive script that addresses many aspects of basic
satellite imagery interpretation from a polar orbiter perspective. However, the information can also be used for understanding geostationary satellite imagery , as well.
Worldwide examples show synoptic scale storm systems,
jet streams, tropical cyclones, thunderstorms , land and ocean

features, and basic cloud identification. One section describes
the differences in imagery characteristics among various
AVHRR channels. The package concludes with a "test" so
viewers can determine how well they understood the material.
The cost of $70.00 for NWA members and $82.00 for nonmembers includes postage and handling. To order package,
send check to: Script-Slide Training Program 2-88, NW A,
4400 Stamp Road, Room 404, Temple Hills, MD 20748.

PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF EXTENDED PERIOD FORECASTING IN THE U.S.
Monograph 1-86
This Monograph covers the principles and methods of
extended forecasting as practiced in the United States. The

cost is $8 for members and $12 for non-members. Send order
to NWA monograph 1-86.
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